
SIKH PRIDE…By Sikh Unit  

 

 



INTRODUCTION 

 

In today’s day and age the youth are growing up in a community full of danger, these dangers can be from extreme to basic 

stuff like an identity crisis. If you don’t know where you are from you will not know where you are going. It is important to  

have Sikh pride only when you have this will you have loyalty to the Sikh nation. When you have loyalty you will marry a Sikh 

and keep a good reputation, our parent tell us how to make money and instill the spirit of studies etc, but the legacies of our 

ancestors are being forgotten. These legacies are there to enrich us with strength and a missive passion for our faith and 

community. We have put this little booklet together to give a slight glimpse of the Sikh spirit and a little reality check on how 

corruption is sneaking into our community and changing our spirit. There are too many incorrect and diluted versions of Sikhi 

and our history going on. These versions are setting making our youth into lambs ready for the slaughter; there is too much 

appeasing and political correctness going on which is weakening the community. Lions are only born and breed with true and 

raw History. 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….... 

 

 
 

The true Kings of all Universes. I am Proud of My Amazing Gurus, The Best Thing that ever 

happened on planet Earth! 

 

Each Guru Added to Sikhi, Until They taught us to be a saint soldier! Waheguru. The Most 

Amazing souls ever to set foot on this earth. Waheguru Waheguru Waheguru - Great are The 

Gurus and Great are Their Teachings! 

 

 



 
 

 

Sikhi is the best religion ever; I have not found a single fault in Sikhi like I have with other religions. The 

lifestyles of the Guru were immaculate compared to the lifestyles of other prophets. You are lucky to be born 

into a Sikh family make the most of it. Do not feel superior or inferior just feel blessed! The main messages of 

Sikhi are to recite Gods name, live an honest living, have compassion for humanity and stand up for 

righteousness.  

 
In the world, he (Guru Nanak Dev Ji) established the authority (of his doctrines) and started a religion, devoid of any 
impurity (niramal panth). - (Bhai Gurdas Vaaran, Vaar 1, Pauri 45 of 49, Pankti 4) 
 

 

 
 

Harimander Sahib, AKA the Golden temple! The world call it the 8th wonder in 
the world, I say it’s the best thing on earth! Sikhs temples are open for all unlike 
Mecca where only Muslims can go. The Golden temple is like the Mecca of Sikhs, 
a place where people from all faiths and backgrounds can go for food (langar).  
 



 
 

Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji is the First  Shaheed of the Sikh Nation, Guru Ji was hated by Muslim 

Jihadis who were jealous of the popularity that Sikhi was getting, when they heard that some 

Muslims were attracted to the Gurus teachings that decided they had to put a stop to Guru ji – 

Guru Ji was captured and told to convert or die. Guru ji said you can burn me on a hot iron 

plate, and chuck hot sand on my flesh wounds, but I will never convert. Guru ji showed the way 

for all the Sikhs to come which is no retreat no surrender. SRI GURU ARJAN DEV JI WE 

SALUTE YOU!! 
 

 

 

 
 

 

I will never convert to Islam, you want to saw me in half, do so, but i have one request when you 

saw me in half please make sure i can see the cage of Sri Guru Teg Bahadur ji. (Bhai Sahib was 

then sawed in two while facing the cage in which Guru Ji was held, as he was sawed he was still 

reciting the Jap Ji Sahib - Salutations to Shaheed Bhai Mati Das Ji 



 
 

 
 

Shaheedi Bhai Dayal Das Ji & Sati Das Ji 
If you want to burn me, burn me, I will never convert or turn my back on my true Guru. I have one last request 

when you set my body on fire please make sure my eyes are facing the cage of my Guru. If you want to boil me, 

boil me, I will never convert or turn my back on my true Guru. I have one last request when you boil me, please 

make sure my eyes are facing the cage of my Guru.  While they were getting burnt, they showed no sign of pain, 

from Bhai Sati Das Ji all you could hear was Sukhmani Sahib Parth. From Dayal Das Ji all you could hear was the 

Gurmantar – WAHEGURU WAHEGURU!!!! 

 

 
 

Sri Guru Teg Bahadur Ji was asked to convert to Islam or be beheaded. He chose to die; he gave up his life but not 

his principals. Guru Ji Gave His head while he was alive to help others. We may not have the guts to follow in them 

footsteps, but we can sign a donor card so that our organs can help others after we are dead. 

 

 



 
 

Khandey bata da Amrit – The Holy nectar of the double edged sword. To initiate into the Khalsa 

one must make commitments to live the rehat (Sikh Code of Conduct) and then perform a 

ceremony called Amrit sanchar. After this ceremony you become a member of the khalsa army of 

saint soldiers. The original punj gave their heads to join; Guru ji said he would sacrifice his whole 

family for the khalsa. Practice the code, do not rush amrit, but also don’t say Amrit is a thing of the 

past, the Guru showed us the way for eternity. 

 



 

 
 

The Khalsa Army Will Live Forever! 
 

 



 
 

These are some Weapons that belonged to Guru Gobind Singh Ji and were used by the Guru. 

Some are kept in India and some are in the UK in museums. 

 



 
 

These weapons were held and owned By Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji - Waheguru - Guru Ji has 

said weapons to a Sikh are a form of God. He said they are God in the form of a destroyer of 

evil doers. This is mentioned at the start of the Ardass! 



 

 
 

The bravest Warrior ever! – All the wars and fights Guru Ji had were for righteousness, justice, 

humanity and truth. (Unlike most other leaders and prophets who fought for lust, land, and 

tyranny) 
 

 

A Hindu man came to Guru Ji and said I heard the 

Sikhs are courageous people and help the needy. 

Guru Ji replied, with the blessings of the supreme 

soul, the Khalsa army is his and is very mighty and 

will die at any giving instant for the right thing. I 

have been turned down by all the Hindu armies, 

but I was told by so many people that I would get 

help from the khalsa. The Muslim invaders have 

kidnapped my beautiful daughter on her wedding 

day, - Guru Ji said if this is true the Singhs will die, 

before we let you daughter stay there against her 

will. Guru Ji called his eldest son who was 12 years 

old at the time, he said take a battalion of Singhs 

and bring his daughter back or die trying, you Ajit 

Singh will lead the Singhs and be the first to 

commence the battle. Many times Guru Ji armed 

up his own sons; he was not like modern day 

leaders who send other people’s sons to battle while their own are at home. We have many people who use others sons and 

get them locked up while their own sons are playing ps3. Guru Gobind Singh the great general. The realest! 

 



 

 
 

Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji and Sikhs praying for singhs that were keeping the enemy at bay on the 
other side of the river. A Sikh is a saint soldier, if you are just a saint you will not be able to kill if 
needed, if you are just a soldier you might kill for wrong reasons. Waheguru – Praying makes you 
fearless, from bhakti you get shakti !! 
 

 

 

Guru Gobind Singh Ji used to teach the Singhs battle tactics, how to 

outsmart the enemy forces. Intelligence and bravery go hand in 

hand; they are the essential combination and ingredients for a 

warrior that will survive to fight more battles. Guru ji used to play 

mind games with enemy forces, in the picture you can see he 

dressed up Shaheed bhai Sangat Singh ji like him, when the 

Mughals killed him, they thought they killed Guru ji, but when they 

found out it wasn’t Guru ji they lost morale (Guru Ji played with 

their emotions). You have to kill a snake and save the stick you use 

to do the job so you can kill another snake if need be, if the stick 

breaks, how will you protect your house from another snake 

entering 2 mins later. Every Singh that gets killed or locked up has a 

big impact on our nation and is too much of a loss, Waheguru gave 

us a brain, tactical warfare was and is the Panths way. Guru Ji had 

better tactics then Sun tzu (Who wrote the art of war) that’s why 

we came out victorious over much larger enemy forces. These days I see a lot of hot heads and hyped up Singhs getting 

locked up and killed unnecessarily, do not put yourself in positions unless you really have to. 

 



 

 

 
 

Our Father Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji in the cold jungles in winter after losing all his family. All he had was his sword 

and faith in waheguru. His body was bleeding and cut up, all this for the Khalsa Panth. What have you done for the 

panth, checking non Sikhs is not included!! Stop being sell outs and do something for the panth! 

 



 
 

 

My Vaisakhi Prayer  
 

Today my mind is thinking about my spiritual brothers, the sahibzadey. Dear brothers I am not worthy to call you my 

brothers by deeds as my deeds are unworthy of such a gift. Dear Bothers you took Amrit (and actually lived it from heart); 

you mastered the use of weapons at tender ages, and participated in wars at very young ages for the Khalsa and humanity. 

 

Dear brothers you read Gurbani and loved Gursikhi, you left no stain on the turban of your father. You 4 made the panth so 

proud and left us with a glorious history, which still gives the panth strength all these years on. Then when the time came you 

died in honour and bravery, leaving the legacy of an amazing Shaheedi. 

 

Happy Viasakhi to you brothers, I am low and unworthy, please show me mercy and help me. I am wondering what you are 

doing up there now, I wish I was there to play with you, but my deeds have me stuck in reincarnation which hurts me.  



 

 

 
 

Guru Gobind Singh Ji resting and healing after 2 Muslim spies who were disguised as Sikhs managed to 

overcome security and stab Guru Ji in his ribs. Guru Ji was sleeping when the cowards attacked, but Guru ji 

always slept with a unsheathed sword at reach, Guru ji managed to behead one spy there and then with a 

responsive strike. The other spy escaped but was chased and killed by Singhs. Waheguru – Sikh spirit. Stay 

tyaar par tyaar and you will be hard to kill! 

 

 

 
 

Sri Guru Gobind Singh disguised himself as a Muslim Pir to escape enemy lines , he was helped by Nabi & Gani Khan who 

betrayed the Jihad movement and respected and followed Guru Jis ideology. Guru Ji taught us to have tactics to think about 

self preservation on the battle fields. Tactics and disguises are important part of Modern Warfare but Guru Ji was the master 

of tactics so many years ago. Waheguru!! 

 



 
 

Sri Guru Hargobind used to do squats with a grown cow when he was just a teenager. Sikhs are meant to be 

strong, buy a set of dumbbells, they are cheap and better than the machines at the gym. You can train every 

single body part with dumbbells. Unlike machines and bars, they do not cause muscle imbalance. With bars and 

machines the stronger side of the body compensates for the weaker and you never sort this imbalance out. 

Dumbbells also reduce the chance of incorrect form and injury! Gyms are expensive u can do everything at 

home, U just need a exercise bike, dumbbells, and bench, which will cost u about 200 pound but ur sorted for 

life. 

 
 

A shabad about the sword By Sri Guru 
Gobind Singh Ji in Dasam Granth;  
 

I bow with love and devotion to the holy 

sword. 

 

Assist me that I may complete my tasks 

You are the destroyer of the wicked armies. 

 

You adorn the brave in the battlefields 

Your radiance is dazzling like the sun. 

 

You protect the good and destroy the evil 

doers. 

 

You scatter the sinners, I seek your 

protection 

 

I hail and bow to thee, the sword the god 

manifest of the destroyer of evil. 

 

I bow to all weapons which destroy evil. 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

Salutations to the bow & arrows which helped the Gurus & Sikhs fight against 
tyrants, oppression and evil doers! Waheguru 
 



 

 
 

These weapons are associated with ancient Sikhs, the weapons in the two top pictures were stolen from the 

Muslim invaders and used against them (they are now kept in a museum). The canon was used to defend a fort 

at a Gurdwara in Pataiala, the four guns at the bottom belonged to Mai Bhago who was the personal bodyguard 

of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji. 

 

 



 
 

Sikhs & Shastars (weapons) go hand in hand. A Sikh without a weapon is like a sheep (defenseless). The 

weapons are not be used for bad deeds, but are with a Sikh 24/7 to help them protect humanity, justice & 

righteousness. Sikhs are the warrior race that scares the hell out of tyrants, oppressors and evil does! "Couplet: O 

Sikhs of the Guru! ‘This Panth was not born in secrecy. The panth of Singh’s cannot remain hidden. Singh panth was created 

for the struggle. Singh’s took birth armed with weapons. ‘Singh’s received initiation of the double-edged sword. It was their 

first meal. Singhs wear the quoits (charka), miniature knives on their heads how can they remain concealed like those who 

wear tiger-claws? (Reference to the Mughals) ‘The perfect Guru created the panth essentially for the struggle. Sovereignty 

cannot be obtained without resistance. At the very inception, the Guru invoked the method of warfare for the purpose." 



 

 
 

To be brave and strong like our Gurus you have to become 

fearless. You become fearless by waheguru Simran, reading 

Gurbani and physical training. Train hard, fight easy!  

 

The Singhs, the riders of the horse who pounce on the evil doers and 
slice and dice with their lighting speed sword skills. The protectors of 
righteousness, humanity and justice. The destroyers of oppressors, 
tyrants and evil doers. The jungles were our homes, we slept 
amongst the lions and snakes, constantly in danger, but we were 
content – waheguru, aint no stopping us! 
 

 



 
 

 

The jihadis and the Sikhs will never get on as we are on total different ends of the spectrum, we will never agree on our 

different ways of life. They are hell bent on converting kaffirs and we are hell bent on not converting from our faith. This has 

caused many wars between jihadis and Sikhs. They have tried eliminating Sikhs from the face of the earth in many atrocities 

which even included the brutal rapes of Sikh women and the murder of our children. Sikh warriors have always defending our 

community with their blades and died fighting on the field of battle with great courage. Nowadays the jihadis are doing love 

jihad, the war has taken a twist, now instead of blades we need to sharpen our minds with knowledge. Learn the facts about 

Islam, and what it stands for, understand their mentality, only then will you understand what is going on. Sikh orgs will tell 

you Islam is good and the Gurus built Mosques for them etc, The Gurus said Islam is wrong, The mosque which Guru 

Hargobind made was when we had Sikh Raj, the Muslims approached Guru ji at our parliament, and being democratic and 

tolerant they allowed and helped with the mosque. This does not mean Guru Ji agreed with Islam the British being a Christian 

country allow many places of worship, its apart of democracy. Guru Teg Bahadur Ji helped the Hindus but he never agreed 

with Hinduism, be careful of the false knowledge that our own are spreading! The Jihadis will never stop and we will never 

stop protecting ourselves! When we lived in jungles and were poor, we were raw and had Sikhi, now we got cosy lifestyles 

and change Sikhi to keep others happy, Sikhi is not politically correct! Sikhi states facts of life! 

 

 



 
 

Shaheed bhai bota and gurja, fought two whole battalions of Muslim jihadis by themselves, the singhs were armed with bow 

& arrow, swords and two big sticks, they killed over 150 mughal troops before attaining their shaheedi, the mughals broke 

every single bone in the bodies of both singhs to teach them a lesson after shooting them in the legs with their muskets, even 

in this state the singhs were shouting out waheguru ji ka khalsa waheguru ji ki fateh and tried to crawl towards the enemy 

troops. The Mughals flag is shown in the pic they think they are lions but Muslim jihadis are coward sheeps (who kill 

innocents), singhs are the real lions, all my brothers please pump that iron and train. 

 

 
 

We may get cut into little pieces but we will never convert from our faith. That is the pride that 

real Sikhs have! Waheguru - Dhan Sikhi - Dhan Hai Da Real Sikhs 



 

 

 

 
 

Once Muslim Jihadis captured a Sikh father and son. They were told to 
convert or die on the wheel of death, to the astonishment of the Muslims, 
both argued with each other as both wanted to die first as proud Sikhs, 
waheguru! 
 

 

 
 

You can rip every muscle in my body with your pincher, you can even cut 
out the heart of my three year old son and put it in my mouth, but I will 
never convert to Islam. - Shaheed Baba Banda Singh Bahadur 
 

 



 

 

 
 

You want me to have fear and turn my back on Sikhi and cut my hair, if this 

is your desire you have chosen the wrong community to put fear into the 

khalsa will never fear tyrants or give in to their demands, do what you want 

I will die as a SIKH with Gurus Kirpa – Shaheed Bahi Taru Singh JI…. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Captured Sikh Women were promised to be made really wealthy if they converted and 

married Muslim men, if they refused their Sikh Children would be tortured and 

murdered in front of them. The women said “Kill us and kill our kids but we will never 

convert” Waheguru Real Sikh Women lived in honour, dignity and self respect. They 

also knew how to defend themselves. They let their children die but never converted. 

These days so many gals give up their honour, by letting guys use and abuse their 

bodies. 



 

 
 

Bounties were put on the heads of Sikhs by Muslim Empires all over India. Sikhs were forced to live 

in the jungles to survive. Sikhs used to say if our head goes it goes but may my Sikhi never go. 

Waheguru. Sir javey da javey mera sikhi sidak nah javey! You can execute us but you will never 

execute our spirit! Our Enemies can commit genocides, atrocities & mass murders against us. They 

can kill our people but not the Sikh Spirit – Waheguru 

 



 
 

I will never convert and I will never turn my back on my brothers & sisters of the khalsa panth, 

who cares if you cut me limb by limb. As the executioner started to Cut Shaheed bhai Mani Singh Ji 

from the wrist, Bhai Sahib pointed at his finger and said please cut me limb by limb, I will be proud 

that with the Gurus kirpa, I was cut up from every limb to save the honour of the panth.  Do what 

you want but I will never convert to Islam or stop serving my brothers. If I convert that would be 

like spitting in the face of my Singh Brothers, which is a crime I would never commit. 
 

 

 
 

Captured Sikh women in the jails of mir mannu (A Muslim leader) were put through immense bone breaking 

torture, their only way out was to convert, not only would they be released but they would be entitled to 

marry a wealthy Muslim man that worked for mir mannu. Not even a single woman converted, some died due 

to the intense heat and lack of food, and some were executed. Waheguru - Sikhi spirit! 

 



 
 

Real kaurs dont get raped, abused or violated - they fight back! Sikh Spirit - 
WAHEGURU!! 
 

 



 

 

 
 

Sikh women have always played a pivotal part in the history of our nation; at times they have 

shown more courage and guts than Sikh men. They have always helped nurse the wounds of the 

panth; they have fought and died for the panth. They have resolved many affairs and made 

important decisions for the panth. It is sad to see that some modern day girls are causing wounds 

to the panth with their dishonourable ways. Instead of fighting for the panth they are in court 

grassing up singhs that fight for the benefit of the panth. Instead of sorting out the affairs of the 

panth, they are having affairs. Big Up all real Sikh Women, salutations! The sell outs – slap urself 

and wake up! 



 

 
 

We have chopped of the heads of the enemies that wanted to 

destroy Sikhi and the panth. We have even continued fighting 

when our heads have been chopped of (Shaheed baba Deep Singh Ji 

and Shaheed Baba Gurbaksh Singh Ji) – We have made our enemies 

flee or delivered the fatal wound to send them to hell. Sikhs will 

always cherish and protect Sikhi and the panth. If you have any 

doubt that Singhs who were extremely spiritual fought without 

their heads, then you doubt the power and sayings of the Guru.  

 

If it pleases God, the body is preserved, even without the breath of 

life – SGGSJ Page 277 
 

 



 
 

 

Sikhs have always defended their gurdwaras until the death, we have always 

challenged those who want to destroy Sikhi, hence why us Sikhs are known as the 

defenders of faith across the world! 
 



 

 

 
 

You can imprison our body but never our spirit, prison never breaks down real 
Sikhs, we get stronger! 



 

 
 

 

Sakhis of Unmatched bravery 
 

The Mughal Empire managed to arrest many Sikh women while their men were shaheed or hiding in jungles. About 200 of 

them were being kept prison in a large fort where they were being raped unless they converted. The Singhs managed to get 

an Army together, but could only get into the fort using cannon. Unfortunately the cannon wheel broke after the first shot, 

but the lions did not give up a Singh held it up with his shoulder and the kick back killed the Singh on the spot. 20 Singhs gave 

their life holding up the canon in order to get into the fort…Waheguru  

 

The Mughals sent an intoxicated animal towards the ranks of the khalsa. There was one Singh who was proud of his size and 

muscle he used to take the mick out of Bhai Bachitter Singh Ji who had a slim small frame. Guru Ji sent the Big Singh to take 

on the elephant, when he got close he ran away. Guru Ji asked for a volunteer, Bhai Bachitter Singh Ji got up and said with 

your blessings Guru Ji I will be able to defeat the elephant. Guru Ji gave his blessings and Bhai Bachitter Singh rode and hit a 

nagni and pierced through the amour shied of the elephant and killed it with one strike. – Waheguru! 

 

At the battle of Chamkaur, 39 Singhs had attained Shaheedi; Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji was commanded by 5 Singhs to leave 

the battlefield so he could carry on with vital missions for Sikhi. Shaheed Bhai Sant Singh Ji Came out of the fort to face 

thousands of enemies on his own. Guru Gobind Singh Ji said he would make one singh fight 125,000 – Shaheed Bhai Sant 

Singh ji brought his words to life…….Waheguru 

 

At the battle of Anandpur, the Sikhs were defending themselves from an attack from the jihadis, a well known Jihadi Leader 

Keshri Chand launched a letter with a Arrow addressed to Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji. This was retrieved by Uday Singh (the son 

of Shaheed Bhai Mani Singh Ji) he read the words “I will take your head off and show my Muslim brothers that the legend of 

Guru Gobind Singh ji is nothing compared to mines”. Uday Singh Asked Guru Ji for permission  & blessings to bring back Kesri 

Chands Head. Guru Kirpa naal the Jihadis head was chopped off and shown to the Singhs. This is the love Singhs had for their 

Guru!! 



 

 

 
 

Unmatched Sakhis of Courage 
 
When the British regime was in India they oppressed Sikhs, there reached a stage when they banned Akhand parths, Sikhs 

protested against this. Protesting Sikhs were arrested and were taken to jails all over India under terrorist laws. Sikhs were 

put on a train and were being transported to a federal Jail; Sikhs from a different town heard that fellow Sikhs were going to 

pass through their local train station and asked the police if they could feed their hungry brothers and sisters. The police said 

no, so Sikhs stopped the train by sitting in front of it, the train crushed about 12 Sikhs, but the train stopped when bones of 

the shaheeds got stuck in the wheels of the train.....This is the love they had ----WAHEGURU!!!! 

 

The British Regime banned the kirpans of the Sikhs, a 7 year old boy called Ajeet Singh walked into the main court with a 

massive sword and put it in the air shouting out bole soh nihal. The Judge got him arrested, at trial, Ajeet Singh said we will 

die fighting but you will never separate us from our kirpan, which has been blessed to us by Sri Guru Gobind Singh ji. I will  not 

listen to you whites over my father. The judge laughed your just a kid what do you know, I will give you 5 whip lashes and 

you will cry your eyes out and want your mum. Ajeet Singh Ji took 200 lashes on his hand and did not shed a tear. The judge 

got scared and said if this is how brave a 7 year old singh is, I would not want to imagine the spirit of the men. He lifted the 

ban on Kirpans...... 

 

Singhs lived in Jungles and slept amongst dangerous animals, Singhs were so brave and strong that at times they did not have 

the time to withdraw their weapon when an animal attacked; they fought and killed it with their bare hands.....These are the 

hardships that our ancestors went through so we can still enjoy Sikhi.  

 

The tyrannical police had arrested 20 innocent wives of the Sikh freedom fighters, not knowing the plight of his sisters (as 

rape and torture was the method used by the police for interrogation). Avtar Singh Bhrama attacked the police station where 

they were being kept and took out the oppressive regime by himself and led his sisters to safety, he was shot and lost a finger 

in this encounter, and a few bullets hit his dastar, but none proved fatal ----Waheguru -----!!! Courage or what! 

 



 
 

Once a jatha of sangat was coming to see Guru hargobind Ji, on the way they got robbed by the mughals they took their gold 

and a really expensive ramala Sahib from the sangat. When the Sangat explained what had happened to them, Bhai Bidhi 

chand who was the personal body guard of the guru decided he has to get that ramala back as the sangats hard earnt money 

had gone into it. Bhai sahib was a professional thief before he became a Sikh of the Guru. He thought he might as well put his 

old skills to use to regain honour of the Sikh nation. At night he sneaked into the palace of the mughal leader and managed to 

grab the Ramala after killing a few guards in stealth , but even then the alarm was sounded and bhai sahib was chased , he 

managed to get near town, but reached a dead end near a daba (Indian cafe)..... He would have died fighting, but a shabad 

came in his mind......... 

 

You save your humble servants from the burning fire; you make them your own, and with Your Hand, You protect 
them. ||1|| Ang 828 SGGSJ 
 

So he had to jump into the hole in the old style cooking area, and the mughals could not find him! – He came out without an 

injury; a Gurdwara Sahib is build here now… Guru ji looked after him cos he went to retrieve the honour of the Sikhs. He once  

got back a horse which got robbed to, even that time he had to jump into the river from a large cliff to escape. 

 

Bazz Singh was a well known Sikh amongst the jihadis, he was solid and hard to kill, but he was quick to kill jihadis so he was 

very much feared by them. Unfortunately him and his jatha had run out of weapons and all their swords became blunt due to 

over use and they were very hungry and got arrested in their hideout by a lot of jihadis. When they got taken to the emperor 

a body guard of the emperor recognized bazz singh as bazz singh had sliced his face in an previous encounter (but the ali 

escaped) …..He whispered into the emperors ears…. 

  

The Emperor:  Hahahah “I hear the famous bazz singh is amongst us, I thought this day would never come” shouted the 

emperor…. 

 

The guard went and slapped the Singh & teased him…. The emperor started to diss the Gurus , bazz singh filled up with might 

broke his hand cuffs,  nicked the guards sword and killed 7 guards and managed to slice the emperor before he was put to 

death with arrows! ---- All the arrested singhs were killed aswell – waheguru!  

 



 



 

 

 

The Guts of Sikhs are unmatched. 
 

Bhai Fauja Singh was a poor simple Singh who used to work on 

his farm, but he was a true Khalsa who used to practice with his 

swords and read a lot of Gurbani. He was well known for his 

bravery so Sikhs went to him for help all the time. On a number 

of occasions a few Sikhs went to Bhai Sahib to complain about a 

local Hindu thug who used to extort Sikhs and harass Sikh girls. 

He was a 7ft giant of pure muscle and always carried a revolver; 

so many Singhs were scared of this Hindu man. Bhai Fuaja Singh 

went to see him and told him to leave the khalsa alone or there 

will be consequences, the Hindu went for his gun, Bhai sahib 

stabbed him twice in the chest with his pesh kab with lighting 

speed before next man could pull the trigger. Bhai Sahib got 

arrested and was let of for self defense.  

 

There was a corrupt police officer who was notorious for picking 

up girls of the street on false charges and then rape them while 

in custody. A Hindu man went to the committee at Harimander 

Sahib and said I know the history of the Khalsa, you lot are well 

known for fighting for the honour of women. The committee 

sent him to Bhai Fauja Singh, who went to the police station 

and when he saw the plight of the girl he chopped of the 

sergeants head there and then. Bhai Sahib was given a life 

sentence, but was released after 8 years for good behaviour, after his release he became a Shaheed in an encounter with the 

nirankaris who used to openly abuse and mock SGGSJ. Bhai Sahib was shot 13 times, but he managed to kill three Nirankaris 

before his last breath (he was doing simran until he passed away).  

 

Once a group of the sangat were on their way to see Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji, a little Singhni was so excited that she drove 

her horse as fast as she could; she was 5 minutes ahead of the rest of the sangat. On her journey 2 jihadis pounced on her 

and pulled out knifes, they said “oh my beauty come with us and we won’t rape you, if you refuse we will” – The Singhni 

chucked her bag on the floor as a distraction and stabbed both of them to death with lighting speed, while only receiving a 

minor wound to her arm. When Sangat narrated what had happened to Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji, he said when I have 

daughters with this spirit how can the panth fail.  

 

Once A singhni had lost her 2 year old son to a bullet from the British invaders who had shot peaceful protestors (who were 

opposing the ban of Akhand Parths). The bullet went through her child and lodged into her chest while she was carrying him. 

She gracefully put her son on the floor. A singh said to her leave, you have lost your son save yourself, she kept doing jakarey 

and said to the Singh my son has become a shaheed I am proud of him and I want to join him, a few seconds later another 

bullet made her shaheed.  

 

So many Sikh women got their kids killed by Jihadis but never converted, look at today our women are having kids with 

Jihadis. They are converting so easily just for the sake of fake love. Oh how times have changed. WAHEGURU 

 

 

 



In the 17th century the Sikhs suffered 

major holocausts and losses in 

population, we became a bit 

unorganized and disorientated when 

we had to live in the jungles. Living in 

normal town and cities had become 

too dangerous as the jihadis had a kill 

on sight policy towards Amritdhari 

Sikhs. Battles against the jihadis were 

happening all over the Punjab in 

encounters with Jihadi forces. The loss 

of Sikh life had a major impact on our 

defense strategies; we lost many 

Gurdwaras which were over taken by 

the Jihadis. They also managed to 

take over the Golden temple; they 

converted it into a brothel with armed 

guards. Massa Rangar (a general of 

the jihadis) chucked Sri Guru Granth 

Sahib ji to the side and sat on the 

thakt smoking hukka while prostitutes 

were dancing. All sikh sevadars were 

killed and chucked with rubbish in to 

the sarovar. 

 

Sikhs could not get an army large 

enough to defeat the armed presence 

at golden temple so found it hard to 

deal with the disrespectful situation 

that was taking place. Two singhs named methab & sukha Singh decided to take matters into their own hands, they disguised 

them self as kaffir farmers who went to pay jizya (a tax imposed on non Muslims). They filled up a bag with mud and metal 

cups, Massa ranghar got so happy as he thought the bag was full of money. They chucked the bag and as Massa Rangher 

went to pick it up one of the Singhs chopped his head off with one stroke and put it in another bag. The two personal body 

guards were killed by the other Singh without a sound being made. They then escaped the armed fortress by horseback, by 

the time the outer guards had realized what had happened the Singhs were pretty far away. A chase happened and a few 

arrows were aimed at the singhs, but the Singhs managed to escape unhurt. Two Singhs can make such an impact on our 

enemies, taking inspiration from Sukha & Methab , Bhai Sukha & Jinda got justice by killing many generals that committed 

atrocities upon the Sikh nation.  

 

They went back into the jungles and the sangat held an Akhand parth while Massa ranghars head was on a spear. Sikhs have 

always tried their best to protect their places of worship and uphold the dignity and honour of our nation. The heads of 

violators have been put on spears as a deterrent to anyone else thinking to harm our places of worship. When the riots 

happened here 2 years back, Singhs and kaurs all over UK were armed and ready to defend our Gurdwaras until the death 

from anyone with a bad intention! 

 



 
 

 

Salutations to all the defenders of our faith ----- The Sikhs that 
were hardcore and hardline Sikhi, not like Wishy Washy Sikhs 
dat beg it with others too much and are political correct and 
change sikhi just not to upset others! 
 
 



 

In 1947 during partition the 

British gave us the option to 

have our own country but our 

dumbass papu leaders said the 

Hindus are our brothers and 

we will live under their rule as 

we trust in them. Our leaders 

were fools. You never leave 

your fate in the hands of 

another; you should be the 

master of your own destiny. 

Theoretical Sikhs call everyone 

their brother and sister but in 

reality everyone is just a 

fellow human being, the term 

brother and sister has very 

deep meanings and you can’t 

just call it to anyone.  I see all 

these young Sikhs calling each 

other penji and paji and then 

getting married, so that term 

didn’t mean shit really did it (it 

was just mouth worship) 

FAKE! 

 

The Hindu rule was well happy 

that the Sikhs became their 

suck up puppets, they fed us all this bullshit and our leaders (whose pags must have been too tight therefore their blood was  

not circulating) just licked ass.  

 

However after a while Sikhs were looked down upon, the Hindus encouraged Sikhs to leave Sikhi and come into the “original 

religion”. They said the Sikhs were just the army for Hindus and now its peaceful times so there is no need for it anymore. 

They made Hindi the national language and tried to get rid of the Punjabi culture and way of life. Sikhi is from God and is a 

distinct religion which Guru Nanak dev Ji started. A lot of Parchaar groups say Sikhi is not a religion, then what is it a bhangra 

group? (Don’t listen to these knobs use your own brain, too many mans are in la la land). 

 

The Sikhs were denied democratic rights and were discriminated against at all levels. Sikhs started doing protests and 

demanding their rights. Sikh protestors were attacked by the police forces and many Sikhs were killed to dampen the Sikh 

spirit. They even chucked a little boy called Inderjit Singh (10 years old) in a well and killed him. Sikhs in the positions of 

police put their job before the life of fellow Sikhs; the sell out traitors beat and killed their own people. The same goes for 

today many Sikhs that work for police forces turn against Sikhs for the sake of their wage packet (cunts).  Eventually after a 

few years the Sikhs obtained some rights, so many people died for our culture and language, we should all learn them and 

keep it real. The new strains of la la Sikhi which are being made by Sikhs who are not streetwise and have had cosy lives are 

setting us up for doom like our leaders in the past did. Please do not fall for their bullshit and always use your common sense 

in life.  

 

Learn from Our history; let’s not make the same mistakes! Marry a Sikh, don’t date non Sikh! Rep Sikhi until the death, we 

owe our shaheeds, they spilt their blood for us. Now some of our girls let mans run a train on them, its besti!  



Since Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji left, the Khalsa has 

been going down a downhill spiral with more 

disunity and less organization, by the time British 

oppressors came to India, our forces were all over 

the show. We were the only nation that beat 

Afghanistan, but we were unable to defeat the 

British invaders (shows how weak we got).  

 

A lot of Sikhs did surrender to the British, while a 

few outlaw hardcore Singh’s kept the fight going 

until their deaths. But the sell outs and traitors 

brought the real Singhs down eventually. So the 

movement against British oppression had died 

down until Bhagat Singh and co started a new 

revolution. By this time many Sikhs had become 

the puppets of the British and had cosy positions 

within British RAJ, there were also a lot of Sikh 

regiments among the British Army. When world 

was two began , the Sikh regiments played a major 

hand in defeating the Nazi’s – A lot of British 

generals said they could have not done it without 

the Brave Sikhs. On the downside it was a shame 

that we didn’t fight under the banner of our real 

general Sri Guru Gobind Singh instead it was under 

the banner of the queen. But it was still against 

evil and that is why Guru Ji created the Khalsa. It was a shame that we surrendered to British oppression when they invaded 

our land, but now a lot of Sikhs live in the UK and have rebuilt their lives (however this does not compensate for the amount 

of pain and oppression we went through under the British invasion). The British also diluted the Khalsa way of life and 

tampered with a lot of Sikh ethics by using undercover agents; this still affects us to this day and is the reason why there are 

so many divisions and strains of Sikhi. 

 

Sir Winston Churchill was very well conversant with the bravery of the Sikhs, who had fought for Britain in the World Wars. 

Churchill while speaking in the British Parliament said:  

 

".....It is a matter of regret that due to the obsession of the present times people are distorting the superior religious and 

social values, but those who wish to preserve them with respect, we should appreciate them as well as help them. Sikhs do 

need our help for such a cause and we should give it happily. Those who know the Sikh history, know England's relationship 

with the Sikhs and are aware of the achievements of the Sikhs, they should persistently support the idea of relaxation to 

Sikhs to ride a motorbike with their turbans on, because it is their religious privilege."  

 

Churchill, further added:  

 

"...British people are highly indebted and obliged to Sikhs for a long time. I know that within this century we needed their 

help twice and they did help us very well. As a result of their timely help, we are today able to live with honour, dignity, and 

independence. In the war, they fought and died for us, wearing the turbans. At that time we were not adamant that they 

should wear safety helmets because we knew that they are not going to wear them anyways and we would be deprived of 

their help. At that time due to our miserable and poor situation, we did not force it on them to wear safety helmets, why 

should we force it now? Rather, we should now respect their traditions and by granting this legitimate concession, win their 

applaud." 



 

 

 
 

My heart and admiration goes out to all the shaheeds who defended the Sikh nation in the Anti Sikh massacre called 

“Operation Bluestar”. The tyrannical Government was out to wound the heart of the Sikh nation, like the Mughals did the 

Racist Hindustani Government alongside with “Sikh traitors” killed our children and raped our women and covered it all up 

with media propaganda, the papus fell for it but the real Sikhs know this was not about Sant Jarnail Singh Ji (they could have 

got him anytime with snipers from a helicopter this was to wound the whole of the Sikh nation).  

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

Sikhs are ordered by the Guru to make charity for humanity 
apart of their lives, this is called seva, we are ordained to give a 
tenth of our earnings to the poor and needy. Every Sikh 
Gurdwara must offer food for the poor and needy. Khalsa aid is 
a modern day charity which has put the teaching of the Guru in 
practice they help humanity all over the world!  



 
 



To all the papu groups and peeps that say Sikhi is not a religion and that it is the same as other paths to god......are you 

going to follow fb groups and weirdos or these shabads which contain facts..... 

 

This Shabad is by Bhai Gurdas Singh in Amrit Keertan on Pannaa 282 

 

With the command of the Timeless, the Supreme True Guru, proclaimed the self-realisation, 

And then, steadfastly, created Khalsa, the righteous ones, with the undefiled human form. 

 

The Singhs rose up roaring and whole world was over-awed. 

 

They decimated and raised to the ground (allowed, I.e. didn’t believe in) the (ritualistic) cemeteries, crematoriums, 

temples and mosques. (Compulsive) readings of Vedas, Puranas, Six-shastras and Quran was abolished.(Nitnem of 

Gurbani replaced this) – The path of Sikhs is distinct and free from falsehood. 

 

Baangs, the calls for Muslim prayers, were ousted and the kings were abolished. Temporal and spiritual leaders were 

obscured, and all the religions became topsy-turvey. The Muslim priests and justices deciphered hard but could not 

comprehend dissolution. Millions of Brahamin scholars and astrologers were venomously entangled, 

 

And were drowned in extreme fallacies of worshipping the idols and gods.Thus, both the ignorant faiths, muffled in 

hypocrisy, were lagging behind. Then the third religion, Khalsa, manifested triumphantly. 

 

By the command of Guru Gobind Singh, they brandished the swords held high. They exterminated all the scoundrels 

and order of the Timeless One. 

 

And this way they revealed the command of the Timeless in the world. Turks, the Muslims, dreaded and none actuated 

the circumcision Consequently, the following of Mohammed submerged in ignorance. 

 

Then the drumbeats of victory terminated all the adversities. And thus was proclaimed the great and valorous Third 

Faith. Hail, hail (Guru) Gobind Singh; He, Himself, is the Master and the Disciple too. 

 

He made many Ramas, Krishnas and Prophets (Mohammeds). But none is accepted (in His Court) without devotion.(8)(38) 

Ang 38 Dasam granth  

 

Many Mohammeds existed on this earth. As and when the time of their doom drew near, all of them perished.(27) 

 

All Muslim saints, prophets and gauses (Muslim sect of saints) who existed, Were ultimately crushed by the jaws of 

death.(29) 

 

 

But those who have remembered His Name, have been redeemed by Him. Without securing His shelter, millions of 

beings who are exterminated, can be seen.(30) Ang 98 Dasam Granth 

 

Those, who discarded the creed of the Vedas (the Hindu scriptures) and also the faiths of the Katebas (Scriptures of Jews, 

Mohammedans and Christians), they became the adorers of the Transcendent One. Ang 130 Dasam Granth 

 

All are tied to the dragnet of death, neither Rama (incarnation of Vishnu), nor Rahim (Prophet Mohammed) could save 

himself. He created and destroyed gods, demons, Sheshnag and mountains in the past and will create and destroy them in the 

future. Ang 1549 Dasam Granth  

 

 

If one turns to the Muslims, they grab and convert one to the religion of the prophet (Mohammed). All the faiths consider God 

to be amongst them alone but none can reveal the mystery of the creator. (27) Ang 1550 Dasam Granth 

 

 



 
 

The fakes, weirdo’s, snakes, traitors, backstabbers, snitches, groomers, pedos, rapists, diluted versions of Sikhi, lack of real 

love, lack of real peeps, lack of honour & dignity, lack of loyalty, sell outs, uneducated naive fudu Sikhs, ignorant Sikhs, papus, 

slags, corrupt committees, drugs infestation, hidden agendas, agents, police brutality, oppression, violations and injustice 

cause me pain.........But when I look at this picture I feel peace and a warmth, knowing that not too long ago while I was on 

this earth, there was some real Sikhs who gave their all for the Panth with true love and their hearts on their sleeves. 

WAHEGURU – RESPECT TO THE DIE HARDS!!!! THE REAL SIKHS WHO ARE NO LONGER WITH US. We do not have the guts you 

lot have but we admire the guts you people had.......... 



 

 

 

In 1984 when the oppressive government launched its massacre on innocent Sikhs at harimander 
Sahib (which was pre planned and well camouflaged). Some Singhs fought back (very small amount 
dough) apart of the 250 people that fought back were this family of four.... All members of the family 
attained shaheedi (WAHEGURU). The two little girls were ony 5 and 6 years old. Their names were 
waheguru kaur and satnaam kaur. They filled the empty magazines for the Singhs with fresh bullets, 
when they saw a tank approach they put grenades on themselves and blew up the tank so it could not 
do more damage upon the Sikh nation. As an honour to their shaheedi we ask you to make their pic 
as your profile pic for a few days, or print it out and put it in your house forever, and when people 
ask who they are, tell their story. 

 



 

 
 

In the 1990s Bhai Sukhdev Singh babber managed to disguise up and stay in 

stealth mode for 15 years while killing enemies of the Sikh nation, at day he 

was in a day job and at night he was killing enemies that were responsible 

for killing and raping Sikhs. He is the most underrated Sikh warrior!  
 



 

 



 



 

The true meaning of the bhai khaniya sakhi 
 

For far too long have our people been taught Sikh 

sakhis with misinterpreted meanings, the wishy washy 

liberal papu Sikhs have been brain washing our people 

with warped and unrealistic views. Typical sakhis 

taken out of context are Bhai Khaniya, Shaheedi of 

Guru Teg Bahadur Ji, Laying of Foundation stone of 

harimander Sahib and the story of bhai Mardana.  

 

Singhs were in a fierce battle with the Mughal army 

who were set upon destroying Sikhi from the face of 

the earth, the battle was fierce and very intense there 

were many causalities on both side. Bhai Khaniya who 

was a serving nurse of the khalsa army was doing 

simran and tending to the wounded Sikhs. As he was 

doing simran he went into a trance and saw a light out 

of the heart of both Mughals and Singhs, he could not 

see a face apart from the Face of Sri Guru Gobind 

Singh Ji , (This is Samadhi – eternal bliss – a state only 

a Bhram gynai can get to)...... So he treated any one in 

his path not being able to distinguish between friend 

and foe...... The surviving Singhs saw this and got very 

angry, one went for his kirpan and shouted out traitor, 

the other Singhs stopped him and said we should 

settle this in the court of the Guru.  

 

They arrested bhai sahib and took him to Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji; they narrated the doings of Bhai Sahib to Guru Ji and 

asked he be punished for healing the enemies that killed our Singh brothers. Guru Ji said “if Bhai  Sahib has committed 

treason or has any evil intention for the Khalsa he will be punished to death I myself will punish him”...(Guru Ji knew the real 

deal but had to go along with it to imbed a deep message amongst the khalsa for the generations to come.) 

 

Guru Ji questioned Bhai Sahib.... And asked is what the SInghs said true, he said no I neither see friend or foe whether I look I 

see your face and a light..... 

 

Guru Ji did a jakara and said bhai Sahib is a bhram gynai and has understood the deepest message in Sikhi. Guru Ji told bhai 

Sahib to carry on with his seva.  

 

He went on to explain to the Singhs both friends and foes have gods light in them, we are not to fight with hatred, we have to 

recognise the human race as one.  

 

This is why Sikhs help humanity and know they are serving God when they help the needy as no one is the enemy of God 

because God exist in all. The sakhi of Bhai Sahib was a miracle and imbedded a deep message in our spirit; it should get rid of 

hate. Fighting evil armies and exposing messed up ideologies is not hatred (that’s what the papus would say). In the real 

world we must distinguish between friend and foe. 

 

 



 

Shaheed Bibi Sundri Kaur fought many battles, she too used to help the mughals and when singhs saw her they told her off, 

she used the Bhai Khaniya Sakhi as an example, but the Singhs still warned her, and said that is a deep concept but in reality 

our foes are not to be trusted, like a snake they can sting anytime. Mata Ji ignored the Singhs and once when she was giving 

water to a mughal he stabbed her in the heart with a fatal blow (he didn’t want to be healed by kaffir hands and refused the 

water). 

Kps is said to be responsible for the murder of hundreds of Innocent Sikhs, would you chill and have a munch up with him? 

 

If a friend came to your house you would feed him and let him sleep there. Would you do that to a convicted rapist or pedo? 

 

In reality we must use common sense and be practical and think a step ahead.  Papus say Sri Guru teg bahadur Ji died for 

Hinduism, no he never he never agreed with or respected Hinduism, he died for humanity... Sikhs know that everyone is 

equal in the eyes of God as we are all his creation, but we are not to respect ever y religion or person, that has to be earned.  

Hindus drink cow piss should we respect that? Prophet Mohammed had sex with a 9 year old when he was 54 should we 

respect that? 

 

The foundation stone of Harimander Sahib was laid by a sufi saint, who was seen as a kaffir  by the j ihadis even if it was a 

Muslim (although they would never promote another religion as it is against their religion) so what , it would not mean we 

should respect or believe in Islam. Guru Ji allowed that to happen to show  that everyone is welcome to our places of 

worship. To this day Sikhs serve langar to all of humanity regardless of their back ground.  

 

Bhai Maradan converted to Sikhi and rejected Islam.... Thats a fact..... People really need to get their head out of the sand 

and wake up to real life and common sense. Too many Sikhs are floating in planet Pluto and are making us a weak 

community..... 

 

(The pic is unrelated to the incident it is just the 

Gurdwara where it happened) 

 

There is this one Singh I know, he cared so much about 

the state of the Khalsa Panth and was always in deep 

pain about the plight of the Panth on what it has 

become and what it used to be......He went into a deep 

depression about it....!!! 

 

Once when he was at Anandpur Sahib, a Singh 

Approached him, dressed in full Khalsa Attire and armed 

to the teeth we all types of weapons. 

 

He got talking to the depressed Singh and told him: 

Times are bad, the Khalsa is not the brotherhood it used 

to be, trust is no longer there. There is too much 

corruption and weak jeevans within the community, there is confusion and disloyalty. Sikhs are serving and joining corrupt 

Armed/police forces of various Governments. The Panth as we once knew it has vanished; the people that stand up for truth 

are seen as bad and evil. The time now is to focus on the Naam and take something away from Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 

before we die; it is the time to improve your jeevan as everything else is at a downwards spiral. We must all do our bit for 

Sikhi but it is not easy in this day and age as there are so many barriers created by our own!  Then the Singh disappeared into 

the mist, the Singh that I know is in Chardi kala and is now out of his depression and is clocking his Nitnem and Amrit 

Velas...... 

 



 



 

 
 

 

Latest Letter From Butch Singh ---- Epic read, really deep WOW!!!! ---- 17/04/2013 

 

wjkk wjkf  

 

First of all i would like to salute Waheguru and his true messenger Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji, i bow my head to the greatest 

warrior of all time Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji 

 

Its been three months into my life sentence and i have a long time to go, but prison for me is a blessing as i have connected 

to my Guru in a way i could not on the outside , i am at peace and feel the bliss of reciting waheguru with immense pleasure. 

I have decided to keep my kesh and will take amrit when i come out in 14 and a half years if im still alive. The Jihadis are 

converting black and white gangsters in to their fold and brainwashing them to commit acts of terror on their release, they 

even approached me and dissed Sikhi, they will never stop! I write this letter to my brother killa and have asked him to 

retype my thoughts to the sangat, i am just a worm, but i feel i had to say what i had to , to guide the youth towards the right 

way with realness..... 

 

Us Sikhs have always worked for humanity and we have been at the aid of everyone regardless of their faith or background, 

while remaining loyal to our Guru.These basic principals will never change as our Guru has laid these (Sarbat da bhalla) as the 

foundations of Sikhi. Our Guru taught us many other things but as time has passed we have forgotten these and brought 

shame upon our glorious past. We will never succeed until the teachings of our Guru are implemented into our daily lives!  

 

A wise person always hopes for good times but prepares for bad times, so that bad times dont shock them. The war between 

jihadis and the west is not a war that involves us, the west bomb their cities (and their motives for war are questionable) the 

jihadis bomb the west. They are as bad as each other, our heart goes out to all the innocents caught up in the mayhem.  

 

The jihadis have always hated Sikhs as we ended their jihad in India and put their dreams to a standstill and our relationship 

with the British in the past has not always been great due to their oppression of our people. However i have to say the 

sacrifices we made in world war 2 side by side with the British have not been forgotten they have honoured us by allowing us 

to practice our faith freely on their land (well so called land as even Britain is stolen land).  

 

As a Sikh we should only trust Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji our true king, in these times we can not even trust fellow Sikhs. In the 

past the Khalsa was a brotherhood of trust , but nowadays backstabbers, impostors, agents and fakes have taken on the 

uniform and image of the Khalsa. We should never trust the Muslims as their agenda is to convert the kaffirs. Islam is the 

religion of peace, meaning that peace will be achieved when the whole world becomes Muslim and lives under sharia law, 

this is what mohammed wanted. Anyone that exposes the truth about Islam is said to suffer from islamphobia, this is a tactic 

of theirs to, how can it be a phobia when i can beat them at every debate using their own scriptures and history of their 



prophet! The Jihadis are the real followers of Islam and always demolish the moderates in a debate using the koran and 

hadith as their reference.  

 

The muslim organizations that are politically correct and are given time on TV for public relations are not to be trusted, they 

are one of 3 things: 

 

1: being deceptive to cover up the truth of islam, as a good cop bad cop technique. Mohammed has permitted Muslims to lie 

in the koran it is called taqqiya - a technique which is very powerful!  

2: uneducated about their own faith and the aims and lifestyle of their prophet. 

3: in total denial and ignorant about the real ideology of Islam. 

 

In the same way the British politicians should not be trusted as they say what they say to keep votes and please people. 

Politics is a dirty game and you hear only what they want you to hear, the real agendas are sugar coated. The world is full of 

greed and corruption, only the purity of Gurbani should be trusted 100%.  

 

We as Sikhs should never beg help of no one; we should only do ardas to waheguru to assist us in our affairs, who is greater 

than waheguru? (Why should we beg at the door of another?) Instead of protests that make us look like beggars and helpless 

people, we should focus that time on our jeevans. God has given us strength we can settle our affairs by any means necessary 

with the kirpa of Waheguru. A true Sikh of the Guru should only place heartfelt faith, trust and unshakable alliance with the 

true khalsa, the khalsa army is no longer operating on earth other than a few vigilantes (But the true Khalsa are the rulers of 

the spiritual realms). Some claim to be khalsa but have similar principles as the jihadis (no value for innocent life). The true 

khalsa is distinct and harms no innocents when pursuing justice or standing up for righteousness. A Sikh of the Guru should 

never join no other armed force or police force as these are governed by greedy humans and at times can oppress Gods 

creatures (the good that they may do is countered by the bad that they also do, a Sikh should never do anything bad to 

another being). The UK Sikhs have a cosy lifestyle due to wealth but in turn most of us have lost real Sikhi. The thorn of 

oppression will set them right once again, and make them realize that only Sri Guru Gobind singh Ji is their refuge. The 

money and uniform of another authority will not come to their aid........we were a nation of die hards who slept in the 

jungles but had hearts of steel, this was only achieved by remaining loyal to Guru Ji and asking for his shelter!  

 

We are slaves at the moment as we do not have a homeland, we are getting beats in India and mistreated there. If civil war 

breaks out here we will also get mistreated here. The security of Sikhs and the Gurdwaras is the responsibility of the Sikhs. 

We must prepare our Gurdwara and increase security measures for the bad times ahead in the UK. Otherwise the throne of 

Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji will be disrespected and the burden will be on us Sikhs for allowing this to happen. Sikhs are wealthy 

and have money, this needs to be invested in protecting the Gurdwaras with modern day technology.  

 

We should continue to work hard and contribute to UK society in a positive and honest manner, but remember no one is our 

real friend as the friend of worldly regimes is money and power. The governments are war hungry with weapons of mass 

destruction, this is ungodly, how can we truly respect such vile attitudes to human life. Guru ji said as long as Sikhs remain 

distinct he would bless us with glory. Some Sikhs drink more than the Irish, do more weed than the rastas, eat more meat 

than the Muslims, are more superstitious than the Hindus, sleep around more than hippies, sex before marriage and loose 

sketty behavoiur is quite apparent amongst our youth. We disrespect Gurbani by putting it on wedding cards etc which end 

up in bins, we have lost our love for shastars, then we wonder why our nation has become weak. 

 

We have become reactive instead of proactive, our tactical initiatives are weak, our art of warfare is weak, we still use tactics 

of pindu jatts who used to chop first think later, in this day and age, the brain is the ultimate weapon, look at the usa they 

invade and bomb who they want but still have most of the people on their side due to their media cover ups and propaganda 

(it is their think tank which helps them). Even when Sikh vigilantes fight for the justice and safety of our nation, their 

approach is very weak and unprofessional, for example the brar case, there was Four Singhs on to one old man who was 

responsible for injustices on the Sikh people and yet he came out victorious (shameful) all the Singhs achieved was a lengthy 



jail sentence and increased the morale of General Brar. The recent Leicester grooming case, look at how many convictions 

our people got , why did it take forty odd mobb, even then no alleged pedo groomer met the grim reaper but will live an get 

a good payout and commit more atrocities on our people with vengence. All the Singhs achieved was jail sentences and 

criminal convictions to stain their job prospects in the future. In no way am I promoting vigilantes, I am just trying to point 

out that even the so called hard Sikhs aint that hard compared to hard men of other communities, the stories and results 

speak for themselves. On the other hand, if it was the yardies, triads, or Essex boys, the jobs would have been executed in a 

more deadly and professional manner with just one or two of their foot soldiers. We are a hyped community who are living 

of past glory, alot of youth are getting used by leaders whose own sons sit at home! I personally think educating youth to 

prevent them from falling into the traps of our enemies is much better than playing catch up, most these gals dat get 

groomed entertain Muslims at the start, they put themselves in harms way......Our Gurus have told us to marry Sikhs only so 

why are the youth even entertaining non Sikhs?  

 

The time is not to far when the SIkhs will be tested , the world is getting darker everyday, dont get caught slipping, awake 

and prepare or be a helpless victim. Rab rakka , take care. 

 

I know most of you lot may disagree but the real will understand whagwan! 

 

 

 

 

 


	In 1984 when the oppressive government launched its massacre on innocent Sikhs at harimander Sahib (which was pre planned and well camouflaged). Some Singhs fought back (very small amount dough) apart of the 250 people that fought back were this famil...

